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this software is really good. the design process is so easy. the installation of this software is easy. i think i am going to purchase a vinyl cutter from them next. thanks to the developer of this software for creating a software that is so user friendly and is
easy to use. i just bought a gerber composer vinyl cutter with this software and the software is super easy to use and all the features are there and working. i am definitely buying more software from you folks for sure. i downloaded the trial version and

have already purchased the full version. the trial version runs well and works well with the new gerber cnc vinyl cutter. i would recommend this software to anyone who needs a good free alternative to corel draw. thanks for a good and easy to use
software. i will be buying more products from you in the future. you should offer an option where you could go online and order the software. i don't want to have to go through the process of downloading, installing, and configuring the software

manually if i don't have to. i am a high end user. i have tried many times to download and install this software. it is not easy, takes a lot of time, and is very frustrating. it would be a huge help if you would make it a zip file instead of a folder. some
people argue that freedom is a special right, an end in itself. but when you truly understand what freedom is, you will see that it is the most practical of all human freedoms. without it, all other freedoms, including economic freedom, are meaningless.

the only freedom that matters is the freedom to do what you wish with your own life and property. but if you cannot do that, you will be a slave. and if you are a slave, then all other freedoms, including economic freedoms, are meaningless.
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gerber technology (tolland, ct) is releasing its gerber omega 6.0. which comprises a complete suite
of layout, design, output and conversion tools, designed to integrate with vinyl cutters, the gerber
edge family of thermal printers, and gerber cnc routers and created specifically for use in the sign

and specialty graphics industries. the software features gerbers find my font, which matches
unknown fonts to fonts on your computer, and an online database of 130,000+ fonts; an apply tag
that allows you to view composer design effects while in dialog boxes; raster-to-vector conversions
and a decal-cut system with convenient presets; bitmap fill that quickly creates custom patterned
vector fills to objects; a plt file information extraction tool that extracts design and production data
to a csv file that can be used for estimates or costing; and, the software allows logos and images to
be integrated with qr codes. gerber says omega 6.0 includes all the popular features of omega 5.0

and other previous releases. (800) 222-7446; www.gspinc.comproductssoftwareomega gerber
technology (tolland, ct) is releasing its gerber omega 6.0. which comprises a complete suite of

layout, design, output and conversion tools, designed to integrate with vinyl cutters, the gerber edge
family of thermal printers, and gerber cnc routers and created specifically for use in the sign and
specialty graphics industries. the software features gerbers find my font, which matches unknown

fonts to fonts on your computer, and an online database of 130,000+ fonts; an apply tag that allows
you to view composer design effects while in dialog boxes; raster-to-vector conversions and a decal-
cut system with convenient presets; bitmap fill that quickly creates custom patterned vector fills to
objects; a plt file information extraction tool that extracts design and production data to a csv file

that can be used for estimates or costing; and, the software allows logos and images to be
integrated with qr codes. gerber says omega 6.0 includes all the popular features of omega 5.0 and

other previous releases. (800) 222-7446; www.gspinc. 5ec8ef588b
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